Annual and long-term relative seismic velocity variations at Axial Seamount observed with seismic ambient noise
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1. Introduction

Correlation of seismic ambient noise between two seismometers can give information about temporal changes in seismic velocity which can then provide information about Earth’s subsurface properties in the region (e.g. Shapiro and Campillo, 2006). At volcanic systems, seismic ambient noise has also been used to monitor volcanic activity (e.g. Bennington et al., 2015; Brenguier et al., 2016; Donaldson et al., 2017; Donaldson et al., 2018). Seismic studies on land have found evidence for possible annual periodicity in the seismic velocity changes which have been mostly attributed to seasonal changes in temperature, ground-water, and/or precipitation (e.g. Donaldson et al., 2016; Hilel et al., 2015). The deep seafloor is an ideal ambient noise study location to monitor temporal seismic velocity changes associated with active volcanic processes and to examine seismic velocity variations less likely to be influenced by weather variations. In our study, we utilize ambient noise of a long-term dataset at a seamount to determine whether annual variations can be detected that are influenced by geodynamic processes. Figure 1 illustrates how seismic velocity changes over time beneath an active seamount.

The area of focus for our study is Axial Seamount, an active seamount located on the Juan de Fuca ridge where it intersects with the Cobb–Eareckson hot spot. The main magma source beneath Axial Seamount where the eruptions and intrusion events are initiated has been imaged at about ~1.1 km beneath the central caldera, with a slight offset to the east and is referred to as the main magma reservoir (MMR) (Doherty et al., 2014). Stacked sill-like laves have also been located beneath the MMR and can act as a pathway for magma supply into the reservoir (Carlotta et al., 2020). Axial is also a focus site of the OOI called array with seven ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) located near the caldera streaming live data since late 2016 (Figure 1; Kelley et al., 2016) which provides a long-term ambient seismic noise record to observe variations in seismic velocity. Axial Seamount is an ideal ambient noise location to monitor temporal seismic velocity changes associated with active volcanic processes and to examine seismic velocity variations less likely to be influenced by weather variations.

2. Methods

For this study we utilize MSNoise, a python code built to monitor seismic velocity changes using ambient noise analysis techniques (Iezzi et al., 2016), to process the continuous seismic noise recorded by the seven OBSs and compute temporal changes in seismic velocity (dv/v) using the moving window cross-spectral method. The workflow (Figure 2) is well-documented and outlined in the MSNoise documentation. For this study we process data from the OOI seismometers starting on September 1, 2015 until July 1, 2021 (Figure 3). We compute cross-correlation functions (CCFs) for individual pairs of stations using various filters frequency bands. Then the time delays of different arrivals of the cross spectra between the CCFs and the reference CCF are measured and estimated using the moving-window cross spectrum (mwcs) analysis method, where the moving stacking window can be defined. In this study we use 1, 7-, and 31-day moving window stacking. After every, an average of the delays at different correlation lag times are determined as the relative time shift (dv/v) of the data. Seismic velocity variation is then calculated from dt/t where dv/v = δt/δt * t which is the relative change in velocity with respect to the absolute velocity. The seismic velocity change at Axial Seamount derived from the mwcs analysis method is well documented and outlined in the MSNoise documentation (Iezzi et al., 2016).

3. Results

➢ 0.1 Hz, 1.25Hz, and 2.4Hz Filters

- Decreasing long-term trend for all three frequency band filters
- Annual trend in the 0.1Hz filter
- 0.10 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 0.8 Hz Filters
- Broke down 0.1 Hz filter where a annual trend was observed into smaller range frequency filter
- decreasing long-term trend is persistent for the 0.05 Hz and 0.1 Hz Filters

- Annual trend is only observed in the 0.10Hz filter where the long-term trend is no longer observed.
- 0.1 Hz, 0.2 Hz, 0.3 Hz, 0.4 Hz, and 0.6 Hz Filters

- Broke down 0.1 Hz filter into even smaller frequency ranges to constrain where the annual trend is persistent
- Only in the 0.10 Hz filter can the annual trend be clearly observed.

4. Discussion (Long-Term Trend)

DVWV=1.2 Hz, n=14 days, comp=Z2Z and Central Caldera BPR Mean Seafloor Depth

- Consistent long-term decrease trend in relative seismic velocity at frequency bands between 0.1Hz
- Strong negative correlation between long-term trend and inflation of caldera
- Average correlation coefficient of -0.9 for the 0.4Hz frequency bands between dv/v and inflation trend
- Decrease in dv/v likely associated to the inflation of the pressure source and crack opening for fluid migration
- Short-term increase in dv/v associated with times of short-term deflation events and decrease in seismicity
- Eight discrete short-term deflation events have been identified between August 2016 and May 2019 (Chadwick et al., 2021)
- Increase in dv/v is observed at times of these events
- Can be attributed to a reduction of pressure of the shallow magma reservoir and therefore a reduction in stress of the crust.

5. Discussion (Annual Trend)

- Prominent annual trend in dv/v at 0.1-0.2 Hz frequency bands
- Annual trend likely a noise source rather than change in crustal properties
- dv/v peaks from May to December during the annual cycle
- Correlates well with month of hurricane and tropical storms in the Eastern Pacific

6. Conclusions

The seismic velocity change at Axial Seamount derived from the ambient noise study between September 2015 to July 2021, reveals both a long-term and an annual trend. The long-term decrease trend in seismic velocity changes can be associated with the inflation of the caldera. During inflation, pathways for fluid and/or magma likely open which would cause a decrease in seismic velocity. Within the long-term decrease trend, we also observe short-term increases in seismic velocity at the timing of short-term deflation events which would initially reflect the possible closing of fluid pathways during deflation. Finally, we observe an annual trend in the 0.1-0.2 Hz frequency band that is likely a noise source associated with the seasonality of hurricanes and tropical storms in the Eastern Pacific.

In order to better understand the constraints and interpretation of the seismic velocity results, some future work still needs to be done. To understand the constraints on the depth at which the data encompasses, we plan on calculating seismic tomography for the caldera region of Axial where the stations are centralized. With the future work, we want to get a better understanding of the temporal changes in crustal properties by calculating the temporal seismic velocity changes using ambient noise.